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If you are looking for a unique location, this super private, secluded hilltop 
contemporary home (reminiscent of the Hollywood Hills), with spectacular views 
might just be the place for you… 

933 Cherokee Lane, Franklin Lakes, New Jersey 

Be the envy of all your friends with commanding 240 degree panoramic vistas 
across to The Campgaw Mountains and as far as the eye can see that none other 
can claim. This one of a kind party destination, is where players play, and only one 
fortunate enough, can live. Manhattan is only 20 minutes away, so leave the hot and 
dusty city behind to languish by the cool, crystal clear pool (Bathing Suit optional), 
with nothing to spoil your peace and tranquility, but the view…Guest Passes required! 

Affectionately known as “The Peak”, this famous landmark is recognized for its 
prime location on top of the mountain overlooking Franklin Lake and the Indian 

Trail Club. If you have the cash to splurge on this dream destination, it promises to 
deliver breathtaking moments for a lifetime. An experience you will never forget! 
Imagine sipping morning coffee on the terrace, a quick dip in the pool and basking 
briefly in sunshine before heading out to work. Spectacular Sunsets, Balmy Breezes, 
Poolside Parties and Moonlit Dancing, Tasting Champagne under Starry Skies. What 
more could you ask? 

Car Enthusiast? There’s a 4 bay garage with 3 lifts to accommodate 7 vehicles!  
5 bedrooms, 6 1/2 bathrooms, walkout lower level media room with bar and pool 
bath. Wrap around balcony from master bedroom to breakfast terrace, and let’s not 
forget the tennis court. Feel a world away from everything, yet 5 minutes to it all... 
Only one person can claim this home, should it be you? 

Make an appointment to come experience this life changing destination today! 
Priced at $3,900,000

A View From The Top
Experience Life On Top Of The World!
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